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Letter From the Editor
Congratulations to all of our 2022 PAGE Award winners! It’s
a very impressive achievement. And if you weren’t one of the
select few to take home an award this year, keep producing
quality material and putting it out there – that’s what will bring
you success. We begin accepting entries for the 2023 PAGE
Awards contest on December 1, and here are two great ways
to ensure your entries have their best shot:
Absorb the evergreen content offered in our Insiders’ Guide
to Screenwriting and take advantage of Script Services. Both
feature the insights of PAGE Judges who are happy to share with you what they’ve
learned through years of development work in this industry. The Guide is applicable to
all genres of film and TV, and Script Services’ feedback will be tailored to your specific
project – a great one-two punch to position yourself for screenwriting success. Use
Promo Code 22THANKS! to receive a special Thanksgiving discount on your order.
Now, on to a great new issue of the LOGLINE eZine! PAGE Award winner Samuel
Bartlett shares what he learned developing his script for production. PAGE Judge Jen
Alvares offers tips on presenting yourself to the industry. Script analyst Ray Morton
examines the inherent shortcomings of nonlinear storytelling. “Dr. Format” Dave
Trottier demonstrates the proper treatment of music in a script. Career coach Lee
Jessup lists the qualities working writers seem to share. And to tie a bow on our final
issue of 2022 we have three leads from producers, thanks to our friends at InkTip.
Happy reading,
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Latest News From the PAGE Awards
u The horror movie The Inhabitant, by 2018 PAGE Grand Prize winner Kevin Bachar,
was released in theaters on October 7 and is currently streaming on Amazon Prime,
Apple TV, and Vudu. Jerren Lauder directed the film, which stars Leslie Bibb, Dermot
Mulroney, and Odessa A’zion. In addition to his work as a screenwriter, Kevin is also a
documentary filmmaker who has directed and filmed TV movies and series for NatGeo,
the Discovery Channel, and PBS. His latest shark doc, Need a Bigger Boat, is
currently in post-production.

u The 2015 PAGE Award-winning Family Film Popular Theory (aka Erwin), by Ali
Scher and Joe Swanson, is now in post-production. Ali directed the film, which stars
Cheryl Hines, Sophia Reid-Gantzert, and Lincoln Lambert. Ali is represented by Heroes &
Villains and APA, and Joe is represented by The Gersh Agency and Kaplan/Perrone.

u The new Disney+ movie The Pocketwatch, by 2011 Gold Prize winners Dan Frey
and Russell Sommer, is now filming in Vancouver, Canada. Directed by Jennifer Phang,
the story pairs the daughter of the Queen of Hearts and the daughter of Cinderella and
Prince Charming, who must travel back in time to stop a disaster in Wonderland. Dan
and Russell are represented by The Framework Collective and ICM.
u The original country music series Monarch, created and written by 2013 PAGE

Bronze Prize winner Melissa London Hilfers, premiered on September 11th. Melissa is
the executive producer of the show, which airs Tuesday nights on Fox. She is
represented by Alan Gasmer and UTA.

u More PAGE winners writing for television… 2013 Gold Prize winner Eugene Ramos is
now a staff writer on the Netflix animated series The Dragon Prince. 2014 Silver Prize
winner Tom Hanada wrote the August 9th episode of the Freeform sci-fi/fantasy show

Motherland: Fort Salem. And 2016 Bronze Prize winner Julia Cooperman is now coexecutive producer on the new CW series The Winchesters and also co-producer on
the AMC animated series Pantheon.

2023 PAGE Awards Competition Opens December 1
© PAGE International Screenwriting Awards
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THE WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE

The Development Process: From Page to Screen
by Samuel Bartlett

In 2014 my script Survive the Night won the PAGE
Awards Thriller/Horror category. Within days the great
producer Nate Adams had optioned the script and began
sending it out to talent.

write the scenes without a specific actor in mind. There
was less pressure that way.

Just because a seasoned producer wants to make your
film doesn’t mean it’s a slam dunk. It took six years for
mine to be green-lit. This is where you learn just how
good the producer really is. Fortunately, Nate is
amazing. He never quit. Every few months he’d email
saying the script had gone to De Niro, or Pacino, or
Travolta, or [insert great actor here]. Finally, Morgan
Freeman came onboard and it was a go film. Tenacity
is one of Nate’s many winning attributes.

I had 24 hours to write those three extra scenes for
Harvey. You need to be prepared to write fast. Often
this is because the producer has made promises to
other producers and/or talent. It really helps to forget
about the ticking clock and just concentrate on the task
at hand. If you let the time constraints bother you, you
won’t write to your full potential.

Alas, in 2020 the pandemic hit and the script needed to
be reworked to make it COVID friendly. The financing
was in place, Morgan was in place, the crew was in
place, but the script is an action/thriller and it involves
a lot of close-contact scenes that made social distancing
difficult. So, ultimately, the screenplay I wrote had to
be shelved.
A couple of years later and Nate is back. Now titled The
Paradox Effect, my screenplay has Harvey Keitel and
Olga Kurylenko tentatively attached and it’s set to shoot
in 2023. I say “tentatively” because nothing is set in
stone in this business until a movie is shot and released.
Let me share with you a few things I’ve learned from
my experience developing this script.
Don’t be afraid to kill your babies.
The first thing I learned was how to handle budgetary
constraints. The original draft of my movie had a finale
that would cost several million to shoot, so Nate’s first
ask of me was to create a finale with the same tension
and excitement, but at a tenth of the cost. It may seem
daunting at first, but everything can be reworked, and
often the new version is far better.
Don’t make every change blindly.
Nate’s most substantial notes on my script involved reordering the first 20 minutes of the film. I understood
the logic (get to the inciting incident as fast as
reasonably possible), but a setup for an important
moment later in the film was to be cut. I argued to keep
it, and Nate ultimately agreed.
If you genuinely believe a certain note you receive
would be detrimental to the script, make your case.
Either you’ve got a valid point and the producer will
agree or, if your case is weak, they’ll override you.
Once it’s sold, your script is no longer yours.
When someone buys your script, you need to get used
to the idea that it’s theirs to do with as they please.
It’s commonplace for multiple writers to shape a
screenplay before it goes into production, so just be
grateful if the producer hires you to do the rewrites and
not someone else. Filmmaking is collaborative.
Don’t overthink things.
When Harvey Keitel came on board, Nate asked me to
write three extra scenes for him. That was the most
daunting note of all. It spooked me to know that what
I wrote was to be spoken by Harvey, and I started to
overthink every word. Ultimately, I found it far easier to

Be prepared to write to a deadline.

Fellow writers often ask me about my screenwriting
process. I’ve become a big fan of compartmentalizing.
I used to have an idea and just write, but that mostly
resulted in me writing myself into corners. Now I start
with my premise, then do what I call a “spaghetti”
outline. This is simply a scene-by-scene draft written in
the messiest form imaginable. I never feel bad about
cutting a scene at this stage because I haven’t spent
hours perfecting it. I find this freeing.
Once I have a workable outline, which varies from 40
pages to 200, I write all the sluglines. Next, I write all
the description detailing the location, relevant players
and events in each scene. Next is a dialogue pass.
This won’t be the final dialogue; it’s more of a
placeholder. It allows me to get the essence of what
needs to be said in the scene, but I’m not hung up on
perfecting it – yet. Again, I find this freeing, as I know
this dialogue will change.
Next I do various passes on the script, focusing on one
issue each time. These passes address things like
Empathy, Goals, Stakes, Urgency, Mystery, Dialogue,
Metaphor, Scene Action, Flaws, Hero’s Journey beats,
and Surprise, to name a few.
Eventually a first draft is ready for second opinions.
I implement notes from readers that really resonate
with me, as well as when there is a concurrence. For
example, I’ve had the same note come back from three
different readers of my PAGE Awards 2022 finalist
screenplay Twins From Different Dads. I don’t agree
with the note, but if it’s mentioned by multiple readers
I know I need to address it in the next draft.
And there you have it – a snippet of my experience and
some of the things I’ve learned to date. I hope these
thoughts have been helpful in some way, and I wish you
the very best in your writing journey. And remember:
Tenacity is the precursor to serendipity.

Samuel Bartlett won the 2014 PAGE
Gold Prize in the Thriller/Horror
category. His winning script, now
titled The Paradox Effect, was
optioned by PAGE Judge Nate Adams
and is currently in pre-production.
Based in Sydney, Australia, Samuel
has written and directed several
short films, and he wrote and
directed the thriller Intersection,
which was released in 2020. As a
professional story analyst, Samuel
has done coverage on and helped
develop hundreds of scripts. You can
find his archive of writing tips and
contact information here.
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THE JUDGE’S P.O.V.

5 Things to Do Right Now to Help Your Screenwriting Career
by Jen Alvares

The world is full of opportunities, but you have to be
prepared to grab them. Unfortunately, I constantly see
aspiring screenwriters skipping fundamentals, so they
end up struggling to make meaningful progress. Here
are a few easy things you can do that will help to open
up your career path and free you from unnecessary
obstacles.
Create a Website
“Do I need a website?” should never be a question for
anybody trying to advance their career. As a
screenwriter, you need to understand that you are in
the business of selling your talent... every single day,
and nobody can do that better than yourself. While you
might already have some press coverage, there should
always be one centralized source that controls the
narrative, and that source is your website.
It goes without saying that you should update it
whenever any meaningful event occurs in your
screenwriting career. Completed one more project?
Update your website. Joined a union or became a
member of a professional organization? Update your
website. Won a screenwriting award or had a feature
or a short screened at a film festival? Update your
website. You get the idea.
If you think you haven’t done anything significant
enough to mention on your website, think again.
Chances are, there are plenty of achievements that you
can and should mention, such as film school education,
projects you are working on, or volunteering experience
within the industry. Make sure to upload your short
films, trailers, or any videos that provide more
information about you as a writer. If you have press
articles about yourself or your projects, showcasing
these links on your website can add additional credibility
to your professional image.
Make Your Contact Information Easily Accessible
This may sound silly, but the majority of budding
screenwriters make it hard to get in touch with them.
While many have a website and Instagram, they fail to
put their email and basic contact information to good
use. When it comes to professional communication,
email is still what everybody is looking for. I cannot
stress enough how many times my team couldn’t find
an email address for someone we wanted to work with.
Don’t be afraid to leave your email address on your
website’s contact page and your social media profiles.
In this business you are often dealing with people who
are short on time, and they will appreciate your
accessibility. And if you are afraid that your email
address will be “stolen” and added to some spammy-like
database, I have news for you: they will do it regardless
by using specialized software for this purpose.
If you want to look more professional than most of your
peers, get yourself a business email that has your
domain name in it (e.g., john@johndoe.com). This costs
around $10 per month, and you can easily set it up with
the help of many YouTube videos.
Lose Your Ego
Ego is probably the most common reason people would
avoid working with you. Why? Where do I start… Well,
people like to work with people they like, and ego will
hinder your ability to get on the list of likable
individuals. Most importantly, ego is counterproductive
to teamwork, which is essential for almost all industries

but especially filmmaking, where it’s everybody’s job to
work together for the sake of the project’s success. In
no circumstances can you allow yourself to become
another problem to deal with.
Find a Mentor
Having someone you respect in your corner can be
highly advantageous. Screenwriters need guidance in
the early stages of their careers, just like any other
professionals. From the moment you’re born, you
(hopefully) have your parents to give you structure and
direction. Then you get it at school. But once you
graduate from college, there is no roadmap to help you
navigate the world and ensure that you’re staying on a
track to success. That's why many recent grads feel lost
and go through years of mental struggles before they
create a version of themselves they like and understand.
Now, how do you get a mentor? It’s not as difficult as it
might appear. Don't aim for a celebrity but pick
somebody credible in their niche or segment of the
industry. For example, a professor, a more seasoned
professional, a staff member at a film festival, an
industry business owner, etc. Anyone can be a mentor if
they’re knowledgeable about the workings of film or TV.
Thanks to social media, you don’t have to know this
individual personally. Send them an email asking to
mentor you. Include a few things about your character
and aspirations, explain why you chose them and not
somebody else, and propose a reasonable schedule that
both of you can commit to. For example, a one-hour
Zoom call once a month or so should be a pretty
reasonable arrangement. If they can’t do it, respect that
they are busy and continue your search. Eventually, the
right person will respond and be happy to help you.
Say Yes to Opportunities
Be enthusiastically open to opportunities that come your
way. Don’t rush to say no but instead, think about how
you can make something work and how it can help your
career down the line. Building a successful career is a
long-term endeavor. In many cases, it will depend not
just on your talent and hard work, but also on the
positive connections that you make with other industry
professionals, and on the realization that your own
success is rooted in your ability to help others first.
Be prepared that some opportunities will work out and
others won't, and that’s okay. You can’t win them all.
The more opportunities you have, the more rejections
you will receive. It’s simply a numbers game. Don’t get
upset; keep it professional because that person may
consider you again in the near future.

Jen Alvares is a film and television
producer who has been working in
the industry for over 15 years,
developing and producing
multimillion-dollar content for
global brands and clients.
Currently she is a partner and
executive producer at Hunters
House, a multi-faceted
entertainment business. Jen is
also co-founder and president of
iFilm Festival, a jury member at
multiple Academy Awardqualifying film festivals, and a
judge for the PAGE Awards.
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SCRIPT NOTES

Linear Thinking
by Ray Morton

Over the course of the last two decades, screenwriters both professional and
aspiring have become fond of telling their stories in non-linear fashion:

Ray Morton is a writer
and a script consultant.
He was formerly a senior
writer for Script magazine
and the author of
Scriptmag.com’s Meet
the Reader column.
Ray’s books A Quick Guide
to Screenwriting
and A Quick Guide to
Television Writing are

available in stores and
online. He analyzes scripts
for producers and
individual writers.
You may contact Ray at
ray@raymorton.com and
follow him on Twitter
@RayMorton1.

•

Using an excessive amount of flashbacks and asides.

•

Employing a mosaic construction, telling a story in fragments that jump around
from one point in time to another rather than advancing in a straight line.

•

Starting the story in the middle, jumping back to the beginning, advancing back
to the middle, and then proceeding on to the end.

What’s the reason for this trend? I imagine it started after Pulp Fiction and The
Usual Suspects, because screenwriters were tired of traditional linear storytelling.
It’s gone on from there to the point where it’s become something of an epidemic.
I find this to be a problematic development, for a few reasons.
First, dramatic storytelling is inherently linear – it presents a series of events that
build upon each other with increasing intensity until they reach a climactic moment
of catharsis. Therefore, I feel that a linear approach to storytelling is the most
natural and logical one for a film to take.
What’s more, effective dramatic build requires that all of the elements in a tale
be extrapolated from the same core, reflect the same theme, and push
determinedly in the same direction (toward the climax). The energy of a dramatic
story comes from the intensity and momentum of that push, and a linear approach
is the most direct and effective way to go. A leads to B, B leads to C, C leads to D,
and so on, until the climax is finally reached. Cause-and-effect is an inherently
linear concept, and so a linear approach to storytelling is the simplest and most
direct way to achieve and maintain it.
Constantly interrupting the primary narrative to accommodate flashbacks or asides
disrupts a story’s dramatic build. If we can’t understand the connection between
events, then we won’t be able to follow the build and understand the catharsis.
A non-linear structure also has the potential to muddy a story’s cause-and-effect,
which will mute the impact of that catharsis. Also, if the story is constantly jumping
around in time, it requires viewers to constantly redirect their focus and attention.
They end up putting the majority of their energy into comprehending how the story
is being told rather than into comprehending the story itself.
So, am I saying that you should never tell a story in a non-linear way? No, not
at all. What I am saying is that if you do so, you should have a good reason.
Consider Memento. The dual storyline (one told in chronological order and the
other in reverse order) that Christopher Nolan devised for his adaptation of his
brother Jonathan’s story is a perfect realization of the tale’s premise. A man seeks
to discover who killed his wife by uncovering his own lost memories – to go
forward, he must go backwards in time. In other words, the complicated structure
grows organically out of the story itself and therefore strengthens, supports, and
enhances that story.
A lot of aspiring writers attempt to tell stories in non-linear ways before they have
learned how to properly tell them in a straightforward manner, and the results are
often convoluted messes that are hard to follow and ultimately don’t make much
sense. As with anything, you need to learn the rules before you can break them.
Also know that, no matter how well executed, telling a story in a non-linear way is
inevitably going to put some distance between the audience and your characters.
There’s no way it can’t. Perceiving a story through a complicated narrative
structure is like looking at a loved one through a pane of glass: the view is the
same, but it makes it much harder to connect. This doesn’t mean you should
always avoid a complicated storytelling structure. If a non-linear approach can
enhance your story, go for it. Just know that it’s going to cost you something, and
be sure it’s worth it before you proceed.
Finally, I think one of the main reasons I’m so iffy about scripts that take a nonlinear approach to their storytelling is that when I read them I can often tell that
more thought and effort has gone into the structure than has gone into the story
itself, like a hamburger with an elaborate bun but nothing inside. It doesn’t matter
how clever your story structure is if the story itself isn’t very interesting. So my
advice to writers is to put your energy into telling a great story. If the subject
matter organically calls for a non-linear approach, then use it. But if it doesn’t, then
don’t. Don’t worry about being too “conventional” or “old-fashioned.” If your story
engages the reader/viewer, if it gives them someone to care about and root for,
and presents them with a climax that moves them, then that’s all that matters.
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SPEC WRITING TIPS

Play It, Sam
by Dave Trottier

READER’S QUESTION:
You’ve told us that it’s not good to name music or specific songs, but in your
script A Summer With Hemingway's Twin you have Grace Hall Hemingway
singing the aria “One Fine Day” (a specific song). However, later you do write
“A BLAST of big band music plays on the record player.”
Also, would the scene in Casablanca have the same impact if the line Ingrid
Bergman says (“Play it, Sam. Play ‘As Time Goes By.’”) was cut out and the
song not played? Don’t you need Sam and his piano?
Dave Trottier has sold
screenplays and developed
projects for companies such
as The Walt Disney Company,
Jim Henson Pictures, York
Entertainment, On the Bus
Productions, Hill Fields and
New Century Pictures.

DAVE’S ANSWER:
These are excellent questions. Thank you for asking. First, I’ll give you the
bottom line: music is not the screenwriter’s department, but occasionally you
can refer to music generically if there is a source for that music in the scene’s
location. In A Summer With Hemingway’s Twin, that source is the record
player, and the music is generic (“big band music”).

As a script consultant, he has
helped dozens of clients sell
their work and win awards.
The Screenwriter’s Bible,
Dave’s primer for both
aspiring and professional
scribes, is perhaps the most
comprehensive industry guide
on the market.

What follows are other points related to your questions:

To learn more about Dave
Trottier's books, classes and
mentoring services, visit his
site: www.keepwriting.com.

Now, if you are writing a script about musicians, a music composer, etc., you
can suggest songs. Just write parenthetically: (suggested song: “Soul
Dancing”). You can even name the artist. Just realize that the inclusion of
specific songs almost always decreases your ability to sell the script, because
obtaining the rights to the songs outside the public domain raises a legal issue.

For $20 off your script
evaluation, email Dave at:
dave@keepwriting.com.

Dave Trottier’s

“The Screenwriter’s
Bible”
Fully updated seventh edition

1. In a spec script, do not name specific songs that are not in the public domain
and will require the producer to purchase the rights to use the songs.
2. Possible exceptions to #1: If you feel a certain song will greatly enhance the
story or the scene and more than compensate for the cost of the rights to use
the song, you can take the chance of naming a specific song, but for most
industry readers that will raise a red flag.

3. For a shooting script (production draft), specific songs can be chosen
because the producer is already paying the screenwriter. In other words, the
project is being developed within the production house or studio. Thus, with
Casablanca, we have the specific song “As Time Goes By.” (Sometimes, a
song or songs are selected even before the script is written.)
In the spec script version of Casablanca one might write, “Sam plays a popular
love song.” And that brings me to #4…
4. In a spec script, it’s okay to refer to music generically, such as a “hip-hop
tune,” “a blast of Glen Miller music,” “an oldies love song,” “a rock song such
as something by the Rolling Stones,” or “she plays a hymn on the melodeon.”
You get the idea.
Translated, these phrases mean the following to the reader: “As a professional
screenwriter, I realize that I shouldn't name specific songs, but by referring to
music generically, I can give you an idea what I am thinking without insisting on
any specific song. Thus, you can choose whatever your budget allows.” (Please
note the restriction in #5 below, however.)
5. Only mention music, even generically, when there is a source of the music
established at the scene location, such as a radio or TV, the setting is a school
dance, the characters are attending a concert, a busker plays on the street, etc.
In those cases you can write something like this:
Jerry turns on the car radio and smooth jazz plays.

• A screenwriting primer
for both aspiring and
professional scribes
• Offers a comprehensive
overview of all facets
of screenwriting
• Includes worksheets,
samples and more
Click here for all the details!

You can write that because there is a source for the music in the scene itself.
And incidentally, the ”smooth jazz” helps characterize Jerry, the car owner.
That’s the point of making such a reference.
6. Never indicate composed music; that is, do not direct the film’s composer.
For example, “They kiss and the strings swell.” No, no, no. Instead, the mood
you create with your wonderful writing will inform and inspire the composer.
7. In a spec script, it’s okay to name old songs that are now in the public
domain. Thus, it's okay to write that “Mrs. Hemingway sings ‘One Fine Day’”
because that aria is from an old opera and thus, in the public domain; there are
no music rights to purchase. I have a client who wrote a script set in the 1800s
and he names a few songs, but they are all in the public domain.
Always focus more on story and character, but keep singing… and definitely
keep writing!
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INDUSTRY INSIDER

Is Your Success Undeniable?
by Lee Jessup

As I look back on a decade in coaching, I find myself thinking about what
I learned in this time. What conclusions can I draw? What have been those
writerly qualities that make a writer’s success undeniable?
Talent

Author of the best-selling books
Getting It Write and Breaking

In: Tales From the
Screenwriting Trenches,

Lee Jessup is a career coach
for professional and emerging
screenwriters. Her clients
include writers who have sold
pilots, pitches and specs;
staffed television writers;
participants in TV writing
programs or feature labs; and,
of course, writers who are just
starting out.
In her role as coach, Lee serves
as an industry guidance
counselor, adviser, drill
sergeant, cheerleader,
confidant and strategic
partner. Previously, Lee had
her own script picked up,
worked in development
and ran ScriptShark.com for
more than 6 years.
To learn more about Lee’s
services, visit leejessup.com.

Over the years, I’ve found that different writers arrive at screenwriting with
different levels of talent. Some begin their writing journey with a welldeveloped voice, but a lack of a comprehensive understanding of structure.
Others arrive with an innate story sense – a feel for how screenplays, pilots
and TV episodes work without having taken classes or read books to
understand it. A good script is a good script, no matter how the writer
arrived at it, as long as he or she has done the work to get it there. But
I do find that the more innate talent a scribe has when starting off on this
journey, the further they will get right out of the gate.
Passion
Passion on the page can convert the biggest doubters into even bigger fans.
Whenever writers come to me and ask what they should write next, I
encourage them to ask themselves: “What is the story I am most passionate
to tell?” The answer to that question will probably have a lot more promise
than any script you could be writing with the sole purpose of an easy sale.
Ten years into my coaching career, I can tell you that “an easy sell” just
doesn’t exist the same way it used to. Building a screenwriting career is
never easy. Might as well fight the good fight for screenplays and pilots
you genuinely believe in and are invested in.
Craft
Much as becoming an architect requires the learning of home-building
fundamentals, screenwriting, too, demands that writers learn the craft and
use it to communicate their passion, display their talent, etc. The more you
write, get notes, rewrite and adjust, the stronger your craft will become.
This will help you be successful not only when developing your own projects,
but also when working on writing assignments and in writers rooms.
A 360° View

Lee Jessup’s

Breaking In: Tales
From the
Screenwriting
Trenches

By the time a script goes out to the industry, be it written on spec or on
assignment, the writer must be the authority on all choices it contains:
characters, themes, logic, and story world. In other words, you should own
every word on the page. If it’s a pilot, you need to understand the show’s
multi-season trajectory. Some of my professional writer clients can’t begin
developing a pilot until they have an understanding of the full scope of the
first season. Feature writers should also be able to answer any question
asked about their projects. Even if it’s not on the page, it’s something the
writer has thought about and is ready to share. That sort of authority over
the material makes execs and producers want to work with you.
The Ability to Rebound

A boots-on-the-ground exploration
of what it takes to become a working
writer in the industry today.
This book includes:
o
o
o

“Breaking In” stories from
16 working writers
Insight from 20+ agents,
managers and executives
Guidance from sought-after
consultant Lee Jessup

Learn all about:
o
o
o
o

Selling a feature film or pilot
Getting repped or staffed
Landing writing assignments
Contests and fellowships

Click here to learn more!

It’s heartbreaking to immerse yourself in a piece of work, receive the
feedback that confirms it’s landing as you intended, only to come up short
when the material makes the rounds in the industry. It’s hard to stomach
and difficult to recover from. But throughout the course of your career,
you’ll have a number of projects that get rejected and shelved. So while
the disappointment is real and deserves to be given its moment, it’s also
important to learn to move on from it and get immersed in the next thing.
And the truth is that nothing is ever dead in this industry. Last year, I had a
writer client take an elaborate show pitch out to 20+ potential buyers. There
was lots of interest but ultimately none of the buyers came to the table.
The writer went on to set up a different show over at Netflix and then land a
page-one rewrite on a feature with another streamer. Over a year later, the
project that was pitched to 20+ places without any takers suddenly came
back to life and sold to a prestige network.
There will be heartache, and it’s important to have community in place to
help see you through career downturns. But it’s learning to recover, to move
on to the next project, to remain creative and passionate and devoted to
your craft in the face of things not going your way, that is sure to foster
ongoing and sustainable screenwriting success.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Submit Your Scripts
to Producers
HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR SCRIPTS:
1. Create an account: www.inktip.com/writer_register.php
2. Log in here: www.inktip.com/leads/
3. Copy/paste the corresponding code. You’ll then be able
to submit your work directly to InkTip’s producers.
4. IMPORTANT: Please submit your work only if it fits these
companies’ needs. If you aren’t sure your script meets
their criteria, please check with jerrol@inktip.com
before submitting.

Company A: Seeking Rom-Coms
With a Lead Over the Age of 50
We are looking for romantic comedy scripts with a lead
character who is over the age of 50.
Budget TBD. WGA and non-WGA writers are welcome.
To find out about this company and submit a query:
1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/
2) Copy/paste this code: pu50fnqwcz

Company B: Seeking Single-Location Horror
We are looking for single-location horror scripts.
Budget TBD. Only non-WGA writers should submit.
To find out about this company and submit a query:
1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/
2) Copy/paste this code: 9v6nq8ahnd

Company C: Seeking Female-Led Thrillers
Based on a True Story
We are looking for female-led thriller scripts that are
based on true stories that would be good for Lifetime.
Budget TBD. WGA and non-WGA writers are welcome.
To find out about this company and submit a query:
1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/
2) Copy/paste this code: gqd3a82pp4

Subscribe to InkTip’s Free Newsletter
Get a Free Script Request Each Week
Producers tell us what they need, and we
pass that information on to you. Receive
1–2 leads per week, then submit queries
directly to a producer's inbox using InkTip’s
exclusive codes.
You’ll also get the latest news regarding
InkTip successes, exclusive articles,
festival and contest information, special
offers from partners, and much more.
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